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1.0 Introduction 
 
This paper contributes to a project on investment re-intermediation, which, amongst other 
things, looks at why it may be useful for long-term institutional investors to invest time, 
effort and other resources in developing and maintaining an efficient network1. The focus 
of this paper is specifically on how institutional investors can utilise and make the most 
of their relationships and connections. These sorts of networks are beneficial to an asset 
owner investor, as they allow for knowledge sharing, organisational development and 
collaborative investment strategies (Polanyi 1967). The idea of building the social capital 
of an investor organisation to facilitate co-operation, collaboration and co-investment 
amongst peers is central to our re-intermediation concept (Monk and Sharma 2015). 
Some of these co-operative investment strategies such as seeding managers, formal 
partnerships, shared equity projects were introduced by Bachher and Monk (2013) and 
represent part of the innovation required by long-term institutional investors to ensure a 
more efficient, cost effective method of deploying capital into private market asset 
classes.  
 
Investors are increasingly using the co-investment method to access assets on more 
favourable terms, either through an option tied to an existing external fund manager, or 
through an investor-led platform that collates peer investors together. The performance of 
co-investment among asset managers and their investors has been studied, revealing 
outcomes that can best be described as “mixed” (Fang et al 2014, Cambridge Associates 
2015). But peer co-investment platforms led by investors have been under researched, 
which is why these specific methods for accessing assets are looked at here. The World 
Economic Forum has loosely defined co-investment platforms under the partnership 
model of direct investing and predicted that these types of arrangements are likely to 
increase in the future (World Economic Forum 2014). The re-intermediation thesis looks 
at theoretically conceptualising this collaborative model of direct investing, and this 
paper in particular uses in-depth case studies to understand in more detail the lessons 
from the development of investor-led co-investment platforms.     
 
Infrastructure assets provide a suitable example of an asset class in which co-investment 
platforms are quite popular. This is due to the large capital requirements for these 
investments and their associated long time horizon. As a result, a number of investor-led 
co-investment platforms have been set up to provide institutional investors a more 
aligned alternative for accessing the asset class. This paper examines the experiences of 
these initiatives and provides an analysis of the benefits and challenges associated with 
their development.  
 
The paper firstly provides an overview of the different formal arrangements for investing 
with peers in an investor’s network. The difference in types of co-investment 
arrangements and literature review on the performance of co-investments is then 

                                                 
1 See Monk and Sharma (2015). Also, Monk and Sharma (forthcoming) Re-intermediation for Long-Term 
Investment: Social Capital and Building an Institutional Investor’s Network.  
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highlighted. The case studies on infrastructure investment platforms are then presented 
before an analysis of these arrangements and conclusions are drawn in the final section.  
 
 
2.0 Capitalising on Networks  
 
This paper is concerned with how institutional investors can capitalise on their network to 
deploy capital in investment opportunities through vehicles that provide more aligned and 
cost-effective access to long-horizon assets. The ultimate objective, however, is to 
maximize the rate of return over the long run. Investing in private market asset classes 
such as private equity, infrastructure and energy can provide higher risk adjusted long-
term returns but has predominantly required a form of relational, delegated investing 
because of the significant associated information asymmetries (Harris et al 2014, Axelson 
et al 2013, Robinson and Sensoy 2011, Ljundqvist and Richardson 2003, Stucke 2011, 
Fisher and Hartzell 2013). The delegated form of investing, however, has come under 
scrutiny because of the high fees and misaligned interests that dilute the rate of return 
earned by an investor (Gompers and Lerner 2000, Metrick and Yasuda 2010, Blake 
2014).  
 
In recent years, academic studies have illustrated the potential benefits of direct investing 
over traditional fund investing in these asset classes (Fang et al 2014, CEM 
Benchmarking 2015, CEM Insights 2010). These studies identified three methods of 
private market investing along a spectrum of dependency on intermediaries: Traditional 
Fund Investing, Co-Investing and Direct Investing. The co-investment method illustrated 
in these studies has related to the method whereby an institutional investor is offered the 
option to invest alongside a fund manager in addition to investing in the fund as 
illustrated in the figure below. The reliance of the investor on the GP (fund manager) is 
still very apparent for this method of investing. 
 

 
   
Figure 1: Different Methods of Private Market Investing (Adapted from Fang et al 2014) 
 
The co-investment method of investing, illustrated in figure 1 above, has provided an 
alternative for investors to access investment opportunities on more favourable terms 
compared with the fund model. Such a model is part of the re-intermediation process 
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where fund managers have started to address investor concerns and restructure their 
proposition (Monk and Sharma 2015).  
 
Co-investments have been prevalent in the private equity asset class and are an increasing 
feature of infrastructure fund offerings. A survey conducted by Probitas Partners in 
October 2013 showed that out of the 137 institutional investors participating, 35% now 
have co-investment strategies for private equity, up from 22% when the same survey was 
conducted two years prior. From the Palico Marketplace database, more than 20% of all 
US buyout transactions undertaken since 2009 involved co-investments compared with 
less than 5% of buyouts for the same 5 year period leading up to 2008.  
 
Despite the uptake, and while direct investments have indicated better performance, the 
academic literature has been mixed in the analysis of performance of investors making 
co-investments alongside fund investments. In particular, Fang et al (2014), using data on 
seven large institutional investors over twenty years showed that the co-investments 
underperform traditional fund investments. Notwithstanding possible bias in the study 
(due to the co-investment deals being substantially larger than the fund investments), the 
authors give reasons as to why co-investments offered by fund managers may not 
perform as well.  
 
Firstly, it is argued that an adverse selection problem exists where fund managers may 
offer lower-quality deals for co-investments. With co-investments, fund managers 
relinquish a large portion of their management and performance fees and therefore may 
lack the incentive to bring their best deals to investors for co-investments. In terms of 
asset management, fund managers may have a lower motivation to maximise the value 
created in co-invested firms, spending more time on the investments that will earn greater 
fees. As depicted by the figure below, co-investments can be onerous for fund managers 
by hindering the deal process, causing resentment amongst the investor base, and 
generally increasing costs.    
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Figure 2: GPs’ views on drawbacks of co-investments (Source: Preqin GP Co-Investment Survey 
February 2014) 
 
While the co-investment option provides a step in the right direction for the fund manager 
offering, the mixed results indicate that there are limitations to this access point. An 
option for investors that has recently surfaced is to move towards the direct investing 
approach but to do so with the support of peers rather than fund managers. Indeed, the 
idea here is to form collaborative vehicles that are independent of external fund managers 
and instead rely on the relationships and trust formed between peers. Such vehicles 
include the seed, joint venture, syndicate and alliance and are illustrated in the figure 
below.  
 

 
Figure 3: Collaborative Investment Vehicles for Institutional Investors 

 
The figure above shows the investor-led initiatives (Seed, JV, Syndicate, Alliance) as 
well as the fund manager route and co-investment alongside fund manager method 
because these vehicles are also forms of relational investing that result from the network 
of an investor. As noted, this paper contributes to the literature by conceptualising the 
‘new’ collaborative investment vehicles employed by institutional investors. In the next 
section, we introduce the framework utilised to examine the new innovative vehicles that 
can be created by investors for investors.  
 
 
3.0  Collaborative Investment Vehicles for Long-Term Investing  
 
The collaborative investment vehicles, outlined in Figure 3 above, are designed to utilise 
the social capital of investor organisations and formalise the close relationships that 
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investors have with their investment partners into vehicles for efficiently deploying 
capital. Some of these will utilise fund managers in a discrete manner, while others will 
be completely independent and instead form partnerships exclusively with peer investors.  
 
Bachher and Monk (2013) highlight the challenges and benefits of co-investment 
platforms using a case study of family office investors coming together to invest in clean 
tech assets. From their interviews and case studies, they proposed the three types of 
investor-led co-investment vehicles: the Alliance, Syndicate and Seed. They outline what 
is involved, and the various considerations that need to be taken into account, when 
setting up each of these initiatives. The structure of the Alliance, Syndicate and Seed 
platforms provide a framework for approaching the peer, investor-led co-investment 
platform case studies looked at in this paper.  
 
The Alliance is a group characterised by a loose affiliation of like-minded investors 
around an investment theme to share deals and resources. The objective is to 
institutionalize collaboration and co-investment, offering direct investors the opportunity 
to draw upon a broader network without entering into legal agreements (e.g., Seed) or 
dealing with the bureaucracy of external administration and intermediation (e.g., 
Syndicate). Deal flow is generated by Alliance members through existing channels and 
then reconciled by the members’ own teams for presentation to the Alliance.3  
 
The Syndicate on the other hand is characterised by a formal affiliation of like-minded 
investors around an investment theme to share deals and resources. Syndicate members 
make a formal agreement through a credible and objective intermediary that will 
represent its membership externally, source and screen investment opportunities and 
coordinate the sharing of deals and knowledge.  
 
The Seed is a group characterised by a formal legal structure (i.e. LP, LLC) that brings 
together like-minded investors around a de-novo asset manager staffed by a seasoned 
investment team. The objective of seeding a new asset manager is to maximise the 
alignment of interests (and minimise fees) between the asset owners and the asset 
managers by extracting concessions from the asset manager upon launch of the vehicle. A 
seeded vehicle is structured by the LPs for the benefit of the LPs (e.g. with low fees, 
evergreen, control, no fund raising for staff, etc.). This structure can be applied in a 
variety of different asset classes and industries; the key is agreeing to a refined mandate 
in order to attract sufficient interest from a management team.  
 
A variation on the Seed arrangement is that of using Platforms by institutional investors. 
Platforms generally refer to independent companies operating in attractive investment 
niches. They are particularly common in emerging markets, and in acquiring and 
maintaining real assets, such as ports, dams, airports, timberland, energy, toll roads, and 
sometimes even specialised industrial companies. The idea is for the financial partner 
(asset owner) to take a meaningful position (ideally a control position) in a company and 
then use that company to make follow on investments or acquisitions in other assets with 
                                                 
3 The implementation framework developed by Bachher and Monk (2013) for the different co-investment 
vehicles including the Alliance is provided in the appendix. 
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their specific niche or domain of expertise. The institutional investor helps to roll up a 
variety of operating and development assets, while the company sources, screens and 
invests in the assets while simultaneously managing them.  
 
The platform company idea can be structured in a variety of ways. One way is through a 
Joint Venture. Joint ventures have been prevalent in the corporate world for several 
decades as an alternative to acquisitions, contracting and international development. 
Generally, a joint venture occurs when two or more firms pool a portion of their 
resources within a common legal organisation (Kogut 1988). Joint ventures have been a 
common vehicle utilised by institutional investors to access certain private market asset 
classes in geographies outside their own. Because of the large information asymmetries 
associated with private market asset classes, institutional investors have trended towards 
establishing close relationships with experienced investors in certain geographies or real 
estate development/engineering companies. Institutional investor joint ventures bring 
together a large source of investor capital with specific asset management or development 
experience in order to take advantage of important investment themes such as energy 
infrastructure, timber, agriculture, and earn high risk-adjusted rates of return. In this way, 
joint ventures can facilitate a long-term direct investment strategy of institutional 
investors.  
 
The exact vehicle employed by investors for co-investing will depend on a number of 
factors including the specific characteristics of the organisations involved. The drivers for 
the adopted model are likely to be related to issues that need to be addressed for certain 
asset classes or geographies such as duration, alignment, sourcing, control, resources, 
knowledge and diligence. Such a decision would also be affected by the internal 
capability of the individual investor.  
 
The vehicles above are intended to provide more alignment for investors and assist them 
in moving along the spectrum to direct investing. Because not all investors have the 
resources and capability to lead a direct investment, these co-investment vehicles allow 
for investors with varying capabilities and provide a possible mechanism for achieving 
greater alignment for deploying capital4.  
 
The next section looks at case studies of co-investment platforms that have emerged for 
the infrastructure asset class. Readers should note that the key feature of all these 
initiatives is the pooling of institutional investor capital to invest in infrastructure assets 
in an efficient way.  
 
 
4.0 Infrastructure Co-Investment Vehicle Case Studies 
 
The infrastructure asset class provides a useful example for illustrating the various 
benefits and challenges associated with setting up co-investment platforms because of the 
large capital outlays required and the long time horizon of assets. The illiquid and opaque 
                                                 
4 For the characteristics required by Institutional Investors to move towards direct investing and co-
investing, please see Clark and Monk (2013) and Cambridge Associates (2015). 
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nature of infrastructure assets has made it particularly challenging for institutional 
investors to invest into the asset class on a direct basis. In addition, various conflicts of 
interest have surfaced between investors and fund managers over fees and time horizon 
of funds. As such, a number of co-investment platforms have been set up to provide 
investors with a more aligned way of accessing an asset class, which theoretically should 
be ideally suited to long-term institutional investors.   
 
4.1 Industry Funds Management (Australia) 
 
Drivers of the Initiative 
 
Industry Funds Management (IFM) was formed over two decades ago. It is considered 
one of the pioneers of infrastructure investing and is often used as an example by other 
investor-led platforms because of its unique ownership structure. IFM is an Australian 
headquartered investment vehicle, owned by Australian institutional investors 
(superannuation funds), that now invests in infrastructure assets around the world. The 
Australian Superannuation funds were formed as savings funds in the late 1980s. On the 
back of campaigns from the Australian Council of Trade Unions in 1992, compulsory 
super was introduced, requiring all employers to make mandatory contributions for their 
employees. The Australian superannuation system started with very small amounts in the 
1980s, the biggest of which was around $100m.   
 
In 1990, the Development Australia Fund was created by Australian superannuation 
funds to pool together the different superannuation assets to aggregate their scale and  
invest in growing Australian private and public companies and infrastructure assets at 
low cost. In 1994, Industry Fund Services Pty Ltd (“IFS”) assumed management of this 
fund with Development Australia Fund Management Limited as the trustee. 
 
Structure 
 
The structure of IFM has evolved since its inauguration in the 1990s when 30 major not-
for-profit pension funds pooled their capital together into a management vehicle, who 
then became the owners of the vehicle, and who are still the owners of the vehicle to this 
day. Initially, the management team consisted of just a handful of people, a secretary and 
a Board, who were in charge of managing the investments. The IFS vehicle provided the 
formal platform to manage the pooling of the funds and deploy the capital into 
investment opportunities. At the early stages, the funds were advised by investment 
consultants who gave recommendations for most of the products invested into.  
 
The initial founding documents of the initiative gave power to IFS (the management 
team) to nominate their own directors of the Board, without any input from the pension 
fund owners of the initiative. The investment capability of the management team has 
evolved and grown over time. Initially the fund operated just as a fund of funds (investing 
in other funds such as Hastings and Macquarie for infrastructure), but as the team started 
to develop its capability, understand the market, they then were able to do its own direct 
deals and ultimately now acts as a fund manager for not only the initial founding 
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superannuation funds but other institutional investors around the world. The process 
evolved from pooling assets to invest in funds, then being able to do co-investments to 
then having the capacity to invest directly and manage their own assets.  
 
IFM currently has AUD56 billion in infrastructure assets split across global and 
Australian funds in open-ended structures. The IFM fund focuses on core, mature 
infrastructure assets in developed markets, primarily brownfield projects. The fund has an 
investment period that is on-going and provides immediate exposure to income 
generating assets (rather than a blind pool fund). IFM’s fees are investor driven, not 
manager driven, and are therefore significantly lower than those charged by private 
equity funds, meaning assets with appropriate risk profiles are selected and liability 
matching is achieved.  
 

Size $56bn target  
Strategy Brownfield Infrastructure OECD 
Fees 0.5-0.6%  
Structure Open-ended 

Table 1: Summary of IFM Model 
 
Summary 
 
The IFM model has been regarded as an exemplar for the establishment of collaborative 
infrastructure investment platforms. The investor ownership has enabled greater 
alignment for the vehicle, producing investment products at low cost with returns going 
directly back to investors without significant dilution. IFM benefitted from being an early 
mover in the infrastructure asset class, developing expertise in the area to be able to 
become a direct investor.  
 
IFM has now evolved to become a fund manager raising capital from institutional 
investors from around the world. As such, the original alignment of interests that 
underpinned IFM may not be as clear as they once were. Notwithstanding, they do 
remain a low cost manager with deep experience in transacting and managing 
infrastructure assets.  
 
One issue that IFM has had to address is the treatment of its founding investors as the 
company has grown in size. The model has had to evolve to keep up with the 
sophistication and growth of its core investor base. This issue of how to treat founding 
investors as the initiative grows larger and attracts capital from other investors has also 
occurred in other areas. For example when endowments and foundations act as founding, 
cornerstone investors in alternative asset managers, their treatment when the managers 
grow in size and attract larger amounts of capital has made it difficult to maintain the 
close relationship that existed previously. The IFM model is based on a low cost model 
and the pooled product offering is still very much aligned for the large number of 
investors that are unable to invest directly.  
 
Vehicle Type Seed 
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Intermediation/Administration IFM Management team 
Enforcement IFM act as Manager/Intermediary and oversee all 

investment related activities  
Mandate Investment in core brownfield infrastructure in OECD 

countries 
Membership Thirty industry superannuation funds were the 

founders of IFM. Subsequently, IFM has become a 
fund manager raising capital from institutional 
investors around the world 

Commitment Investors are owners of the vehicle 
Momentum Size of assets steadily increases and allocation to 

infrastructure stays high at 12-13% 
People Expertise gradually increases over time through an 

evolutionary process. From consultants advice, to 
investing with managers to co-investments to doing 
direct investments 

Competition IFM has one of the largest AUM at $56bn and can 
therefore go after most deals they are interested in 

Sharing Not an issue as manager is owned by investors 
Origins The initiative was borne out of the idea to pool 

superannuation fund assets together to achieve scale 
and invest on a lower cost basis 

Table 2: Implementation considerations from IFM Model 
 
 
4.2 Pensions Infrastructure Platform (United Kingdom) 
 
Drivers of the Initiative 
 
The Pensions Infrastructure Platform (PIP) was established as a collaborative effort 
between the National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF) and the Pension Protection 
Fund (PPF) to explore ways that pension funds could invest in UK infrastructure. The 
PPF is a statutory fund run by the Board of the Pension Protection Fund, a statutory 
corporation established under the provisions of the Pensions Act 2004. The purpose of 
the PPF is to provide compensation to members of eligible defined-benefit schemes in 
cases of employer insolvency where there are insufficient assets in the respective pension 
scheme. The NAPF is an organisation set up to influence the outcome of, and proactively 
shape UK pension policy comprising of a Board and an Investment Council and 
Retirement Policy Council. 
 
The NAPF and PPF have worked together since signing an MOU in 2011 to put forward 
a proposal that allows pension schemes to access the infrastructure investment market on 
more favourable terms than are currently available through traditional fund managers. In 
September 2012, ten founding member pension funds came together to secure a critical 
mass for the initiative to move forward. Since that time, there have been monthly 
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meetings among members to help develop the relationships, co-ordination of the group 
and alignment.  
 
The founding pension funds contributed to the development costs of the fund and are 
linked in some way to infrastructure or technical industries5. The main issue that the 
investors voiced as a concern from their previous infrastructure investments was that the 
private-equity style fee arrangements in most funds were too high and inappropriately 
structured for infrastructure investments, incentivising managers to sell investments to 
realise their carried interest payments rather than to hold investments for the long term. 
The investors also had issues with the GP-LP relationship. LPs did not seem to be able to 
voice their concerns about the misalignment with GPs. It was felt that GPs were not 
representing LPs and there seemed to be a significant governance gap. The key 
transaction that provided a lot of the impetus for investors to come together in the PIP 
was the Henderson Infrastructure Fund failure, where the acquisition of John Laing 
construction resulted in considerable losses for the pension fund investors of the fund6. 
 
Structure 
 
The PIP top company is a not-for-profit entity owned by the NAPF and funded by ten 
pension funds making a commitment of £100,000 to cover development costs for the 
fund. The fund itself was to be structured as an English Limited Partnership model with 
the founding investors expected to make an initial investment of at least £100 million. 
Investments would also be taken from other pension plans. A management company 
(either third party or in-house) will identify, evaluate and bid for potential investments 
and manage fund assets. An investment committee will advise the management company 
on bids and to authorise major transactions. An advisory committee comprising of LP 
representatives will monitor the success of bids and investments. 
 
The original PIP structure is summarized in the following diagram: 
 

                                                 
5 The Founding pension fund members included BAE Systems, BT Pension Scheme, West Midlands 
Pension Fund, Pension Protection Fund, Lloyds TSB, British Airways Pensions, Railways Pension Scheme, 
Strathclyde Pension Fund, London Pension Fund Authority, One other anonymous fund.  
6 The Henderson Infrastructure Fund provided a contrasting template for setting up an improved more 
aligned investment vehicle for the LPs. More detail regarding the legal structure of the PIP fund structure 
possibilities is provided in the Appendix.  
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Figure 4. PIP Organisational Structure 
 
The Pension Infrastructure Fund originally had a target size of £2 billion and a target 
return of RPI +2-5%. It was to be a 25-year closed-end fund with the ability to close after 
10 years and after 15 years and the ability to go evergreen after 20 years. The fees for the 
managerial services of the PIP fund were targeted at 50 basis points, considerably lower 
than what is charged by traditional third-party managers (Belt and Nimmo 2013). 
 
The fund’s strategy was to invest in UK focused assets that are inflation-linked in both 
equity and debt. There was a preference for smaller renewable energy projects and social 
infrastructure such as schools and hospitals, over large economic infrastructure. The fund 
would invest in less risky brownfield assets initially and then gradually move into more 
risky investments. 
 
Having a clear pipeline of projects in which to invest is crucial for an infrastructure fund 
vehicle. The UK government has proposed more than £300 billion in infrastructure 
investments over the next 30 years, two-thirds of which are planned to be private. 
Because of the prominence of the PIP, it was initially envisaged that off-market deals 
would come to the PIP, however the sources of deal flow now would depend on the 
ability of the external manager to attract deals.  
 
 

 Original Fund Structure First Fund Launch (July 2014) 
Size of Fund £2 billion  £500 million 
Target Return RPI +2-5%  
Strategy Low-risk, UK brownfield  
Management In-House Third Party (Dalmore Capital Ltd) 
Time Horizon 25 year closed end  
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Management Fee 0.5% Undisclosed 
Table 3: Summary of PIP Structure 

 
Summary 
 
The PIP fund can be seen as an example of the Seed arrangement where a formal legal 
structure was utilised to collate investors together to invest into infrastructure assets. 
Relationships amongst the participating investors had somewhat already been established 
through their membership of the National Association of Pension Funds, the organisation 
that also provided the initial co-ordination and impetus for the initiative. The bond for 
collating together seemed to be the common understanding that infrastructure is an 
attractive investment area and that existing models for accessing infrastructure proved to 
be misaligned and ineffective. The role of the NAPF and PPF in formulating the idea of 
the initiative and then ensuring a critical mass of investors was achieved was crucial.  
 
However, while, in theory, the initial concept of populating an in-house manager to invest 
in infrastructure on more aligned terms provided an excellent solution to the issues faced 
by investors, a number of challenges have been encountered. Firstly, it appears that 
knowledge and expertise in setting up the PIP has proven to be a key challenge. Finding 
the right talent to lead the operation of the fund and build a management team appears to 
have been particularly difficult: the CEO was not appointed until September 2014. This 
may be because the infrastructure investment market is an underdeveloped industry 
making it more difficult to find the necessary skills without encountering conflicts of 
interest. As a result of the challenges in establishing an in-house manager, a third party 
manager was instead chosen to run the initial fund. While the fee arrangements with the 
new manager have not been disclosed, the negotiations were supposedly undertaken with 
the original principals in mind to offer ‘good value for money’. The procedure for setting 
up the fund by starting with the investors was still new (i.e. in reverse) compared with 
how traditional infrastructure funds have been set up. While the preferred internal 
management team could not be formed initially, ‘seeding’ a third party manager, as 
conducted here for the PIP can be seen as a relatively aligned method for deploying 
capital in private assets.   
 
The launch date for the PIP fund was originally scheduled for January 2013 but was then 
pushed back to the summer of 2013. An announcement for the selected manager was 
made over a year later in January 2014, with a target fund size of only £500 million, and 
the appointment of an internal CEO to build a larger fund was not announced until 
September 2014. The long time lag with the PIP fund illustrates the challenges associated 
with setting up such an initiative.  
 
A large number of people were involved with establishing the PIP: this may have been a 
constraint, especially when trying to achieve a balance of power between the 
administrators, investors and consultants (Belt and Nimmo 2013). This was the first time 
that a project of this nature had been conducted, and it is not clear whether governance 
and accountability was present at the outset. External consultants were engaged to advise 
on the shape of the PIP and the search for a management team, rather than PIP relying on 
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the expertise within the investors' institutions: this may have introduced an additional 
layer of interests into the equation, thus reducing alignment of interests.  An underlying 
principle of PIP was to create a new model, with investors wishing to distance themselves 
from traditional managers, whereas traditional managers and models form the majority of 
past recommendations of consultants. The role of consultants and potential conflicts of 
interest that can exist have been documented by (Jenkinson et al 2015, Clark and Monk 
2015). If such conflicts of interest, or lack of understanding, existed then this could have 
contributed to the prolonged development process. 
 
A lack of leadership could have resulted from an unclear governance structure at the 
outset of the initiative’s formation. A benefit for future projects would be to have the 
governance of the fund established as early as possible to ensure the set up of the fund 
can be carried out as efficiently and transparently as possible. If there is not full 
transparency over the decision-making process, the original aims may not be given 
precedence, resulting in confusion, damaging trust and relationships, and ultimately 
resulting in a less-than-optimum model being set up.  Installing a Board structure made 
up of founding institutions and independent members may have facilitated the 
establishment of the fund and deployment of capital more quickly.  
 
In the Seed arrangement, there should be an emphasis on the intermediator/administrator 
role for the set up of the vehicle. During the set up of such a co-investment platform, the 
intermediator role requires personnel with significant experience in the field of 
institutional investment as well as a deep understanding of the underlying drivers for the 
set up of the platform.  
 
Vehicle Type Seed 
Intermediation/Administration During set up, administrative tasks were delegated to 

the NAPF. Third party investment manager or internal 
team would then be the intermediator  

Enforcement Formal legal structure of fund polices the initiative 
Mandate Defined at inception, UK low-risk core infrastructure  
Membership Members primarily came from NAPF institutions 
Commitment Members contribute to the development costs of the 

vehicle as well as providing investor capital 
Momentum Momentum has been stalled, due to ineffective 

leadership and various challenges encountered  
People The new CEO was formerly a CIO at a UK pension 

fund  
Competition Will be dependent on the structure of the final fund 

and the attributes of any third party managers. The 
initial fund could be seen as one of the many in the 
market  

Sharing Not an issue given the legally binding structure of 
investors to the fund 

Origins The founding members of the PIP are bound by the 
common desire of wanting to invest into infrastructure 
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assets in a more efficient and aligned manner     
Table 4: Implementation considerations for PIP 

 
 
4.3 Global Strategic Investment Alliance (GSIA) 
 
Drivers of the Initiative 
 
The GSIA is a global co-investment alliance platform launched in 2012 by the Ontario 
Municipal Employees Retirement System (OMERS), a Canadian public pension fund. 
The GSIA was designed to gather sophisticated like-minded investors (mainly pension 
funds) to directly invest in infrastructure assets. Through the GSIA, participating alliance 
members invest in core infrastructure assets with an enterprise value of more than USD 2 
billion in sectors such as airports, railways, ports, power generation & distribution, and 
gas pipelines mainly in North America and Europe. 
 
The GSIA aimed to raise USD 20 billion with OMERS providing USD 5 billion. In April 
2012, Mitsubishi Corporation (MC) entered into binding commitments to jointly invest 
up to USD 2.5 billion in infrastructure assets, together with other Japanese pension funds 
and financial institutions, namely Pension Fund Association, Japan Bank for International 
Cooperation, and Mizuho Corporate Bank. In March 2014, OMERS entered into a co-
investment agreement with Japan's Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), the 
world's largest pension fund, and the Development Bank of Japan (DBJ). This was 
followed shortly after by a commitment of $1.325 billion from a collection of US based 
Taft-Hartley ‘Union’ pension plans managed by US manager, McMorgan & Company. 
The participation by GPIF, DBJ and McMorgan & Company brought the total capital 
committed to the GSIA to USD12.5 billion. 
 
Structure 
 
All GSIA investments are originated and managed by OMERS. The investments made by 
the initial four Japanese investors are managed by wholly owned Mitsubishi Corporation 
subsidiaries Double Bridge Infrastructure Inc. and DBI Management Inc. The 
investments made by GPIF and DBJ are managed by Nissay Asset Management and 
advised by Mercer i.e. opportunities presented by OMERS are screened and invested by 
Nissay Asset Management with Mercer advising Nissay. The operation and management 
structure of the GSIA is illustrated in the following diagram: 
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Figure 5: GSIA Structure 

 
 
The GSIA charges a fee of 50 basis points on invested capital and a carried interest fee 
for performance at a later date, with OMERS managing the assets once they are acquired. 
A predetermined (negligible) payment is made by the investors to OMERS in order to 
cover sourcing costs. However, it is noted by OMERS that the fee income is not the main 
attraction; rather it is the collaboration and size of investment power that is what drives 
the appeal of this model (and its returns). 
 

Size $20bn target (OMERS $5bn, total raised $12.5bn) 
Strategy Brownfield Infrastructure North America/Europe 
Fees 0.5% on invested capital 
Management OMERS acts as lead investor and GP 

Table 5: GSIA Summary 
 
Summary 
 
The GSIA can be categorised as a cross between an alliance and syndicate co-investment 
arrangement where one of the institutional investors takes on the lead role for sourcing 
and managing investments and effectively acts as the GP of the platform. The formality 
of the arrangement becomes realised once investments have been made.  
 
The GSIA provides an example of how a large sophisticated investor can take on the lead 
role in a co-investment arrangement and help to provide more alignment than the vehicles 
offered by traditional fund managers. Such an alignment provides other smaller 
institutional investors, without the ability to invest directly, the opportunity to access 
infrastructure assets on more aligned terms and conditions than their default fund 
managers.  
 
Once OMERS had conceived the idea of creating the GSIA, the organisation then had to 
think about who to partner with and the strategy for getting other investors on board. It 
would appear that the strategy employed by OMERS to find co-investment partners relied 
heavily on the relationships that the organisation had with other investors (as opposed to 
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a formal fund raising process). OMERS, being a direct investor in private market assets, 
had already developed a number of working relationships with other investors and were 
also members of the Long Term Investors Club, which helped to forge deeper 
relationships with their co-investment partners.  
 
The particular nature of the Japanese co-investors having a significantly large capital 
base, but little experience and yet an increasing appetite to invest larger proportions in 
alternative assets globally seemed to fit the objectives of the GSIA where scale and 
reducing competition was a key driver for the initiative. The ability of the investors to 
leverage and learn from OMERS was also a factor in securing their partner’s capital. 
Other more sophisticated, large investors, such as those situated in closer proximity to 
OMERS in Canada did not show the same interest in being part of the GSIA, primarily 
because the motivating factors were not as high as they were for the Japanese institutional 
investors i.e. the proposition of joining the GSIA for the large direct investors did not 
make much sense as they would be able to achieve similar results on their own, without 
any other costs.  
 
One issue that came up specific to OMERS’ leadership in the GSIA, was the need for 
cohesion within the organisation, particularly between the OMERS strategic investments 
division and Borealis, the infrastructure investment management division of the 
organisation. Borealis is an experienced direct infrastructure investor and had already 
established a number of relationships with other investors through the transactions that 
they had previously completed. A challenge faced by the organisation was to balance the 
expectations between the existing Borealis investor partners and the separate new co-
investment partners in the GSIA. The well-developed silos in the OMERS organisation 
highlight the coordination issue between an individual department and the strategy of the 
entire organisation. A key lesson here is that when developing a co-investment strategy at 
the organisation level, there needs to be ‘buy-in’ and a clear plan in place for how the 
strategy will be implemented across all areas of the organisation.  
 
Ultimately, the GSIA provides a good example of how a network of investors can 
facilitate the establishment of an aligned co-investment platform. As noted earlier, the 
benefit of collaborating not only allows for a better alignment of interests between 
investors but also enables a critical mass to be achieved so that the GSIA is able to access 
the products that previously were restricted mainly to large fund managers. The initiative 
formation has benefitted from the extensive infrastructure investment experience of 
OMERS although the silo nature of the organisation emphasises the need for greater firm 
wide collaboration. While the performance of investments is yet to be determined, the 
initiative has succeeded in achieving a number of its set up objectives.   
 
Vehicle Type Alliance/Syndicate 
Intermediation/Administration OMERS (with sufficient expertise and sophistication) 

takes on responsibility for this role 
Enforcement The group police themselves however the ‘opt in’ 

nature of the investments reduce the need for this 
Mandate Investment in core brownfield infrastructure in North 
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America and Europe 
Membership Investors with an appetite for this group of assets with 

a large capital base and long time horizon were 
targeted. Organisations that had existing relationships 
with OMERS were approached 

Commitment Contribution to administrative costs signing of formal 
agreement into the alliance signal the commitment of 
the investors to the GSIA  

Momentum With so much capital raised into one vehicle, the 
potential size and power of the GSIA provides the 
momentum to deploy capital co-operatively  

People OMERS, as a pioneering institutional infrastructure 
investor enables significant specialist expertise to be 
drawn upon for the GSIA  

Competition The size of capital raised in the GSIA enables the 
alliance to go after deals not possible for many other 
investors, thus reducing competition  

Sharing Sharing of information amongst GSIA members has 
been affected by existing relationships of OMERS 
with other investors  

Origins With the main lead of the GSIA being a long-term 
institutional investor, the common thread binding the 
investors together was evident from the start  

Table 6: Implementation Considerations for GSIA 
 
                    
4.4 CPPIB Co-Sponsor Model – Buying into the 407 Express Toll Route 
 
Drivers of the Initiative 
 
The Canada Pension Plan Investment Board7 (CPPIB) Syndicate model provides a 
slightly more unique way of forming a co-investment partnership with other like-minded 
institutional investors. After a partial acquisition of the 407 Express Toll Route (407 
ETR) in Toronto, CPPIB then syndicated a portion of their stake in the asset to other 
institutional investors interested in investing in infrastructure.  
 
CPPIB’s strategy as a long-term investor would normally be to hold infrastructure assets 
over the long-term. In this particular case of the 407 ETR in order to gain access to larger 
and even more attractive opportunities, a “syndication at cost” model with like-minded 
investors was defined. 

                                                 
7 The CPPIB is a leading global professional investment management organization that invests the assets of 
the Canada Pension Plan not currently needed to pay benefits. It was established in December 1997 as a 
Canadian crown corporation responsible for managing the Canada Pension Plan to which approximately 18 
million Canadians contribute or receive benefits from. The CPPIB manages over USD 200 billion in assets 
and has been applying the direct investment model in infrastructure since 2006. 
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Structure 
 
After closing on two separate transactions in late 2010 to acquire 40% of the 407 ETR for 
more than USD3.5 billion, CPPIB was ready to syndicate up to 30% of this position. A 
confidential investment memorandum was sent to a select group of like-minded long-
term investors, detailing key items about the transaction and the terms for syndication 
(Dyck and Virani 2013). 
 
Such a syndication requires a large institutional investor to take the lead and invest 
directly in an infrastructure asset. The lead then creates a vehicle to allow opt-in for 
additional investors setting a minimum investment level. Each investor then does its own 
due-diligence and decides whether to invest at the set price. 
 
In the example of the 407 ETR, each investor needed to invest a minimum of USD100 
million and had 90 days within the investment closing date to invest. The management 
structure would be subject to a vote each year so that the syndicate members have the 
ability to opt out if costs became too high or alternative options with fewer fees became 
available. There is no fiduciary obligation among members of the investor group. There 
are no ongoing management or performance fees just a share of the acquisition costs and 
roll-forward at the expected IRR.  
 
Description Existing 40% investment of CPPIB in 407 ETR syndicated to other 

investors 
Size Minimum $100m commitment. Syndicated 11% of 407 ETR 
Strategy Physical infrastructure assets, long term cash flows, low risk profile, 

inflation protection  
Governance Investors nominate board seat – 15% per nomination  
Target 
Return 

IRR 11% 

Costs Share of investment and management costs on pro-rata basis, subject to 
annual vote 

Table 7: CPPIB Syndicate Model Summary 
 
Summary 
 
This CPPIB syndication of the 407 ETR is a slight variation of the syndicate model 
proposed above. The main difference being that there is no intermediary involved and 
instead of investing into a blind pool arrangement, the asset of interest is already 
identified.   
 
The model here allows larger entities with in-house investment teams the ability to invest 
in larger projects with lower competition, spreading risk among stakeholders. There are 
no extra fees for the lead investor and each subsequent investor pays only the lead 
investor’s pro-rata costs (Belt and Nimmo 2013). 
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This type of model also allows smaller investors without in-house investment capability 
to invest into infrastructure assets with only a pro-rata share of costs of the lead investor, 
much less than the fees from traditional fund structures. While the small investors do 
need to do their own due-diligence, the lead investor would have done the majority of the 
work. 
 
The major issue for this model was the ability of the lead investor to attract other 
institutional investors to the co-investment arrangement. As was the case for the GSIA, 
the CPPIB syndication model was less appealing for other similarly large and 
sophisticated institutional investors compared with less-sophisticated investors looking to 
get exposure to infrastructure assets. The minimum investment required for the 
syndication was quite large and the deadline for the investment was quite tight, meaning 
that a certain size and decision-making capability was needed amongst potential investor 
partners. From CPPIB’s perspective, the model is designed to take advantage of the large 
capital base, long-term horizon of institutional investors in order to access the assets in a 
more cost-effective way. The ability of the model to be replicated is questionable, given 
the lack of sizeable infrastructure opportunities being available in the market place.  
 
Ultimately, the syndication model could help to overcome some of the barriers to private 
institutional infrastructure investment because of a greater alignment in terms of the 
investment horizon, investment philosophy, cost-of-capital, risk profile and governance 
views. 
 
Vehicle Type Syndicate 
Intermediation/Administration Provided by CPPIB 
Enforcement Not required as investors will be governed by their 

investment contract  
Mandate Low-risk, long-term, inflation protected infrastructure 

assets with equity value greater than $1.5bn 
Membership CIM sent by CPPIB to other investors identified as 

likely partners 
Commitment Ensured by the investment contract based on the CIM 
Momentum Investors know what asset they are investing into and 

are driven by the partnership with CPPIB 
People The lead, CPPIB is one of the most sophisticated 

institutional investors in the world  
Competition Not relevant given the asset of interest is already 

known  
Sharing Official information disclosures regarding the 

investment will be made and it is envisaged that the 
investor relationships will be deepened   

Origins A major reason for CPPIB to syndicate the investment 
is to help develop the relationships with other like-
minded investors who could be partnered with on 
future deals also  

Table 8: Implementation Considerations for CPPIB Syndicate Model 
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4.5 Philippine Investment Alliance for Infrastructure Fund (PINAI) 
 
Drivers of the Initiative 
 
The Philippine Investment Alliance for Infrastructure (PINAI) fund is an unlisted fund 
dedicated to investing in core infrastructure assets in the Philippines. The fund concept 
arose from efforts by the Government of the Philippines to find ways to catalyse private 
sector investment in infrastructure8. 
 
Historically, infrastructure investors have predominantly focused on the supposedly less 
risky developed economies of Europe, North America and Australia. The PINAI fund 
provides an example of how a fund can be set up with government involvement to help 
attract institutional investment in the much needed investment areas of the emerging 
economies. 
 
The fund was formed in reverse order compared with most other infrastructure funds, 
with the cornerstone investors firstly coming together before the selection was made for 
an appropriate manager for the fund. Three cornerstone investors make up the fund, the 
Government Service Insurance System fund ($400m) the Asian Development Bank 
($25m) and the Dutch pension fund asset manager, APG $150m). After a thorough 
manager selection process, Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets (MIRA) was 
selected to manage the fund and will also provide equity into the fund ($50m). The total 
size of the fund is $625 million (Della Croce and Sharma 2014). 
 
Structure 
 
The fund is a closed-end fund with a time horizon of 10 years. It is a combination of a 
Singapore-domiciled pooling vehicle (MIHP), plus direct investors (ADB, GSIS, APG), 
operating together as a single fund pursuant to a co-investment agreement. PINAI is 
managed by MIRA, which is responsible for all major investment, divestment and 
management decisions within the fund’s overall mandate. An advisory committee (made 
up of the cornerstone investors) makes decisions with respect to expanding the fund’s 
mandate and any related party transactions (Della Croce and Sharma 2014). 
 

                                                 
8 In general, emerging market economies like the Philippines face a large gap between investment needs 
and investment supply. The current administration in the Philippines, headed by President Aquino has 
given emphasis to infrastructure investment, with a focus on the use of PPP’s in the country. The 
administration is creating a market through its pipeline of PPP projects, allowing the PINAI fund to focus 
uniquely on the Philippines. The current administration has prioritized infrastructure as a key driver for the 
country’s sustainable growth, and is implementing regulation providing clear rules for private investment, 
which is necessary for providing additional private investment in infrastructure (and especially foreign 
direct investment). 
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Figure 6. PINAI Structure (Reproduced from Asian Development Bank 2014) 

 
Both the cornerstone investors and the manager were attracted to the idea of setting up 
the PINAI fund for a number of reasons (Della Croce and Sharma 2014): 
 
· The Philippine economy has been growing strongly in recent years, the move to 
investment grade credit rating and continued strong GDP growth were expected to raise 
the Philippines to prominence in the near term; 
· The Philippines is home to one of the youngest and fastest growing populations in Asia. 
This will generate a boom in working age population over the near term, which in turn 
drives growth in demand for infrastructure 
· Investment in infrastructure in the Philippines since the 1990s has been significantly 
below the ASEAN average, producing a large “infrastructure gap”. 
· The Aquino administration aims to “invest massively in infrastructure” as one of the 
five key strategies outlined in its Philippine Development Plan 2011 – 2016. A core 
component of this is to attract private investment in infrastructure.  
 

Size $625m  
Strategy Brownfield and Greenfield Infrastructure in Philippines  
Fees Market rate set by Macquarie (c.2-3%) 
Management Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets 
Investors ADB, GSIA, APG, Macquarie 

Table 9: Summary of PINAI Model 
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Summary 
 
The PINAI fund can be seen as an example of the seed co-investment arrangement where 
the investors collate together around a certain theme (Philippines infrastructure) and then 
select a manager to manage the investments. In this case, Macquarie was selected as the 
manager for the PINAI fund but wouldn’t be considered a ‘de-novo’ manager, given the 
previous experience of Macquarie in setting up infrastructure investment funds. 
Macquarie was selected as the manager because of the organisation’s familiarity with the 
Philippines, with well-established securities and advisory businesses there, as well as 
support services. The fund is able to benefit from Macquarie’s extensive experience in 
infrastructure investing, and its strong history and track record of pioneering 
infrastructure investment in new markets.  
 
The unique aspect of the PINAI fund was the close relationship between the manager and 
its investors because of the small number of parties. The investors in PINAI had a good 
understanding of market conditions and investment climate, which has made it easier to 
communicate with each other. While the investors have no formal role in management, 
mutual sharing of market information and insights greatly assists the sourcing, 
evaluation, and management of PINAI’s investments. 
  
In finalizing the time horizon of ten years for the fund, Macquarie argues that there needs 
to be a balance between the life of the fund and the long-term nature of the assets. 
Investors generally expect an opportunity to realize their investment after a defined 
period, with 10 years considered a suitable period to implement management and 
business improvements. 
 
While the performance results are yet to be determined, the PINAI fund is an example of 
how institutional investors can successfully select an experienced manager on slightly 
more favourable terms than what would be the case through a traditional fund manager 
structure. Despite Macquarie being a pioneer in the field of infrastructure investing, the 
organisation has also come under scrutiny for its opaque, highly leveraged financial 
products with fees that do not always reflect the added value provided by the manager. 
By grouping together beforehand, the investors were in a better position to negotiate 
terms. The fact that Macquarie was investing their own capital in the fund provided 
further certainty for the investors that their interests were aligned.  
 
In replicating this model, one observation is that the investors would need to have a 
certain level of sophistication to carry out their manager selection, as well as have 
developed relationships with each other and prospective managers. At least one of the 
investors would need a good understanding of the experienced and best performing 
managers in the investment area of interest. In this case, previous successful working 
relationships between ADB, APG and Macquarie facilitated the manager selection. A 
common understanding of the rationale and objective for the initiative would also be 
needed amongst the investors, who individually may provide an element of expertise or 
competitive advantage, whether it be local knowledge, aligned investment philosophy 
etc. In the PINAI case, the inclusion of the government pension fund and Asian 
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Development Bank, indicates the importance of having public sector influence for the 
highly political nature of infrastructure investing. This may assist in sourcing deal flow, 
lobbying for favourable regulation and guarantees, helping to satisfy the risk appetite of 
other potential investors.   
 
Vehicle Type Seed 
Intermediation/Administration Selected external manager – Macquarie (MIRA) 
Enforcement Governed by legal LP-GP structure 
Mandate Invest in Philippines infrastructure 
Membership Investors comprising of Government Pension Fund, 

Development Bank and International Institutional 
Investor collated together initially to conceive the 
initiative  

Commitment This is shown through the investment contract 
Momentum Illustrated by the Philippines government’s impetus 

for facilitating private investment in infrastructure 
People Significant expertise can be drawn upon from 

Macquarie  
Competition With government backing, the ability to get access to 

deals will be enhanced. The fund is the biggest infra 
fund in the country 

Sharing By seeding a manager, the investors may have greater 
ability to develop a closer relationship with the 
manager and utilise this relationship for further 
organisational development and knowledge/deal 
sharing  

Origins The Aquino government’s push for PPPs in the 
Philippines paved the way for interested investors to 
set up an appropriate vehicle for investing in the 
country  

Table 10: Implementation Considerations for PINAI fund 
 
 
5.0  Lessons learned from Co-Investment Case Studies 
 
The infrastructure asset class has emerged over the last decade as an attractive investment 
option for institutional investors looking to get access to long-term, stable, inflation-
linked cash flows. In the early stages of the market however, unlisted infrastructure 
financial products were structured like private equity funds with high fees and short time 
horizons despite infrastructure returns being lower. As a result, spurred by a number of 
failures from the financial crisis, investors have been looking at alternative ways to 
deploy capital into the asset class. For this reason, the infrastructure asset class provides a 
suitable example to look at the effectiveness of investor-led co-investment platforms.  
 
Each of the examples looked at above are unique in different ways and provide 
interesting observations. Although a number of the initiatives were at an early stage of 
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their development, there are a number of lessons that can be learned. For many of these 
vehicles, the set-up phase is crucial for the subsequent success of the respective platform.   
 
One key takeaway from the case studies was the importance of the intermediator or 
administrator of the vehicle. This is a crucial role to help bring the different members 
together and co-ordinate the different opinions and characteristics of investors. 
Insufficient expertise for this role may lead to a significant power asymmetry in the 
relationship with intermediaries and the underlying mission of the group being 
overlooked. Such a power asymmetry may affect the trust that investor members may 
have in the intermediatior and the initiative as a whole9. The intermediator is essentially 
the leader, and along with strong leadership skills, investment experience is a crucial 
component to the leadership of such an investment vehicle. The issue of infrastructure 
investment experience was not encountered in the GSIA and CPPIB syndicate where the 
leader of both initiatives were experienced sophisticated direct investors in infrastructure 
akin to a fund manager, except more aligned with fellow long-term institutional investors. 
In the case of the PINAI fund, it would appear that sufficient experience and knowledge 
of the sector was apparent amongst the initial investors for the fund in order to make the 
selection of their manager. Along with its sophistication as a new direct investor, the 
wide network of APG enabled it to form relationships with the ADB and GSIS, in a 
geography far from its home. The PINAI fund indicates how a close working relationship 
based on trust amongst the investors facilitates the intermediation of a co-investment 
vehicle and selection of an appropriate manager for the fund. The IFM model is unique in 
that it was formed at an early stage of development of the private infrastructure market 
and the management team that were installed were able to progressively develop the 
necessary expertise to deploy their investors’ capital directly into infrastructure assets. 
Because they were early investors in the pioneering funds like Macquarie and Hastings, 
they were able to achieve favourable terms and also were allowed to exit from these 
products as they developed their own expertise. Such an option might be difficult given 
the relative maturity that the market has reached.  
 
Another consideration observed in the case studies was when a larger investor was setting 
up a specific co-investment vehicle, they needed to ensure that the new vehicle did not 
disrupt existing relationships the investor had with other investment partners. The process 
for finding new co-investment partners must be approached in a way that does not 
adversely affect the perceptions and future relationships of existing investors. To avoid 
this from happening, there should be clear communication and transparency between 
silos within an organisation and ‘buy in’ to the new strategy should be achieved across 
the organisation as a whole. This may be difficult to achieve with conflicting views 
surfacing between different sections of an organisation. Strong leadership will be 
required in these situations to minimise any adverse effects occurring on existing internal 
and external relationships. The case studies indicate that a collaborative environment 
within an investor organisation may be a pre-requisite for collaboration with outside 
organisations.  
 
                                                 
9 The BT and BAE Systems Pension Fund, and the London Pension Fund Authority (LPFA) pulled out of 
the Pensions Infrastructure Platform (PIP) in February 2014.  
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The case studies also illustrated how the mix of investors in a co-investment vehicle can 
be important. Variation in size, location, industry, and other characteristics enable 
different experiences to be brought to the table. This is particularly important in the 
highly political and sensitive infrastructure asset class and was evident in the PINAI fund. 
Having the government pension fund and development bank involved helped to facilitate 
deal flow for the fund as well as provide confidence for other international investors to 
invest in the emerging Philippines economy. In the GSIA and CPPIB examples, the size 
and expertise of the lead investors meant that there was a significant gap and greater 
dependency on the leader. The case studies have highlighted the importance of having at 
least one member of the investor group with specialist expertise or a competitive 
advantage in the specific investment area of interest.  
 
Perhaps the most important aspect observed in the investor-led co-investment vehicles 
was the need for trust between the investors and administrators of the fund. The set up of 
the initiatives was made a lot easier when relationships had been previously formed and a 
certain amount of trust had been developed between the parties involved. The co-
investment vehicles were established as long-term partnerships as opposed to a short-
term discrete contract. While many were governed by legal contracts, there was still a 
clear need for all parties to be bound by trust and transparency. It was a lack of trust that 
caused many of the investor/fund manager relationships to break down and so investors 
have had to work hard at building trust with their partners to ensure their long-term 
relationships are successful10.   
 
The following table summarises some of the key lessons learned from the co-investment 
case studies in this paper: 
 

Needs to be clearly structured at the outset  
(particularly for the seed arrangement) 
Founding investors should be represented on the Board 
Strong leadership and investment experience in management 
team/intermediation 

GOVERNANCE 

No conflicts of interest in the leadership team 
IN-HOUSE 

COLLABORATION 
Reduced silos within an investor organisation/in-house 
collaboration is a proviso for external collaboration  

INVESTOR 
COMPOSITION 

Diversity in investor composition is important for accessing deal 
flow/regulatory issues in certain asset classes/geographies (e.g. 
infrastructure, emerging economy) 

TRUST Close relationships based on trust should be formed by parties 
(investors, administrator/intermediator) prior to formally coming 
together  

Table 11: Summary of Key Lessons from Case Studies 
 
 
                                                 
10 For a discussion on developing trust between asset owners and their investment partners, see Monk and 
Sharma (2015) Re-intermediating Investment Management. Stanford Global Projects Center Working 
Paper.  
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5.0 Conclusions 
 
Central to the re-intermediation thesis that this paper contributes towards is the need for 
long-term institutional investors, when investing in long-horizon assets, to move along 
the investment spectrum towards direct investing. This paper has attempted to illustrate 
how an efficient and effective network can facilitate the progression of investors to a path 
of more efficient investment by examining some of the investor-led collaborative 
investment vehicles that have started to emerge in the market place. Through the 
presentation of case study examples, the paper provides evidence of the innovation 
occurring in institutional investor organisations towards collaboration and co-operation to 
facilitate private market investing.  
 
In this paper, a distinction is made between the co-investment option given to investors 
by fund managers to invest alongside an investment in a fund and the collaborative 
investment vehicles developed by asset owners to provide more alignment with other 
like-minded long-term institutional investors. While the co-investment option alongside a 
fund manager illustrates a step in the right direction towards re-intermediation, of 
particular interest here, are the innovative models of collaboration (seed, joint venture, 
syndicate, alliance) between investors that are being developed to help achieve their 
investment objectives.  
 
Because most investor-led collaborative vehicles are at the early stages of their 
development, the true success of the initiatives will not be known for some time. The 
analysis carried out here (which utilises the framework developed by Bachher and Monk, 
2013), attempts to draw lessons and observations from the set up or development phase 
of the vehicles. While the idea of collaborating and co-operating amongst each other to 
deploy capital theoretically seems like a good idea, the practical implementation can pose 
challenges.  
 
From the infrastructure co-investment case studies, a key lesson was the importance of 
having a clear governance structure from the outset, including strong leadership without 
capture from external consultants or advisors who may not understand the underlying 
drivers of the initiative. The cases also illustrated the importance of establishing good 
governance to ensure that alignment between the founding investors of the initiative and 
the management team/intermediator is not compromised despite growth and improved 
sophistication occurring with both parties over time.  
 
While the ‘large’ investor-led examples did not suffer from a lack of expertise or 
leadership, a key consideration from these initiatives was to ensure that there was 
complete ‘buy in’ from the different silos of a large organisation before embarking on 
collaboration strategies. A pre-requisite for collaboration with peers is that there is a 
collaborative environment within the investor organisation already.  
 
The PINAI fund indicates that the mix of investment partners is a vitally important 
decision. In the case of infrastructure investments, partnering with the public sector or 
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development agency can help improve the confidence of investors for investing in the 
highly sensitive and political nature of this asset class. Partnering directly with a 
development or engineering company through a JV can facilitate the strategic advantage 
of investing in an emerging economy while simultaneously achieving the efficiency of 
direct investing.  
 
A fundamental requirement before putting pen to paper in drawing up these co-
investment arrangements was developing enough trust among the participants of the 
initiative. The development of trust can be a lengthy process, but well facilitated by 
investing time and resources in building an efficient network.  
 
In sum, this paper has provided an overview of the main options provided to investors to 
form co-investment vehicles. The case studies have highlighted the challenges associated 
with setting up the initiatives but also provided insights into how success can be 
achieved. The case studies have also indicated how an investment in the social capital of 
an investor organisation can address some of the challenges of long-term investment and 
help achieve investment objectives.  
 
As more investors opt for more efficient investor-led initiatives and co-investment 
vehicles, it is likely that the GP or fund manager community will be consolidated. Future 
work will need to track the continued performance of these co-investment initiatives to 
determine the impact on the industry as a whole as well as investigate other examples of 
the new collaborative investment vehicles being formed such as platform companies and 
joint ventures11.  
 
With these new trends occurring in the institutional private market investment space, it is 
interesting to see how the industry might be shaped into the future. As more investors opt 
for investor-led initiatives and co-investment vehicles, reducing the number of fund 
manager relationships to reduce costs, it is likely that the GP or fund manager community 
will be consolidated. In the new era of a re-intermediated/collaborative model of 
institutional investment, the setting up of co-investment arrangements is likely to be a 
central feature.  
 

                                                 
11 At the time of writing, other initiatives similar to those illustrated in this paper were announced 
including the CalSTRS/APG/Argo Partners North America infrastructure investment alliance and 
Switzerland based infrastructure platform, IST3 Global Infrastruktur.  
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APPENDIX: Implementation Considerations for Co-Investment Platforms 
 
 
Intermediation/Administration Alliance members will internalize this function. Perhaps 

Alliance members could take leadership roles on a 
rotating basis. 

Enforcement The group will have to play the role of policeman and 
judge. 

Mandate The Alliance will refine the investment theme along 
industry, size and asset class so as to ensure only 
“quality” deals are presented. 

Membership A questionnaire or survey can be used to assess 
suitability. 

Commitment Alliance members will dedicate capital (perhaps 
formally or through earmarks) and staff (either on 
secondment or as a full time employee working on 
Alliance matters exclusively). 

Momentum This will have to be member---driven. 
People The staff for the Alliance will have to be seconded 

directly from members. 
Competition Members should be selected carefully. 
Sharing This will have to be member---driven. 
Origins Because the Alliance will be investor-run, it should be 

fully aligned. (That said, in practice, there are often 
competing interests even among long-term investors, 
which is why the members of an Alliance should be 
vetted very carefully.) 

  
Table 1: Implementation Considerations for the Alliance 

 
 
Intermediation/Administration The Syndicate appoints a formal administrator to act as 

the members’ go between.  
Enforcement The Administrator will play the role of policeman.   
Mandate The Syndicate will refine the investment theme along 

industry, size and asset class so as to ensure only 
‘quality’ deals are presented.  

Membership A questionnaire or survey can be used to assess 
suitability 

Commitment Syndicate members will dedicate capital (perhaps 
formally or through earmarks) and contribute resources 
to staff the organisation (i.e. pay the Administrator a 
nominal fee based on a budget for work rather than a fee 
based on basis points).  
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Momentum This will be driven by the members but encouraged by 
the Administrator. 

People Members will second internal staff and pay for an 
Administrator to round out any gaps in the internal 
capabilities of members.  

Competition Members should be selected carefully 
Sharing This will have to be member-driven and facilitated by 

the Administrator.  
Origins The Syndicate will be sponsored by the investors, which 

should ensure alignment over the long-term. (Again, 
however, this must be carefully monitored to ensure that 
a single members’ misaligned interests does not result in 
failure.) 

  
Table 2: Implementation Considerations for the Syndicate 

 
 
Intermediation/Administration Seed members will delegate authority to an intermediary 

(unless the LPs want to be part of the GP as well, which 
is reasonable).  

Enforcement This becomes less of an issue because the commitment 
of members is secured.  

Mandate The Seed will have a refined investment theme, as this 
will be necessary for hiring the investment team.   

Membership A questionnaire or survey can be used to assess 
suitability, which may be relevant if LPs choose to be on 
the investment committee or Board of the new vehicle. 

Commitment Seed members will commit capital to the new vehicle.   
Momentum The funds new management team will drive this.   
People The decision to seed a vehicle is almost always a 

function of the talent available in the marketplace.   
Competition This depends on where deals are being sourced.  
Sharing This is not an issue (though it does depend on where 

deals are being sourced).   
 

Origins The Seed will be launched by the investors, which 
should ensure alignment over the short- to medium-term. 
(Past cases do show alignment deteriorating over time).  

Table 3: Implementation Considerations for the Seed 
 


